CEAS Summer Grant Guidelines

About CEAS Summer Fellowships
These grants provide continuing registered Stanford M.A. and Ph.D. students funding for academically related summer work such as formal language training, required coursework, field work, dissertation research, or dissertation write-up. Both U.S. and international students are eligible to apply. U.S. citizens and permanent residents who plan to undertake intensive advanced language study, either at Stanford or an approved overseas institution, may be awarded funding from the Department of Education Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowship program, which carries with it additional testing and reporting requirements. Award size varies depending on the location and length of the intended program, estimated tuition and living costs, and amount of any existing funding support. Previous year awards have ranged from $1,500 to $8,000.

Application Process:
Applications must:
1. Complete your CEAS Summer Grants online application (redirects to solo.stanford.edu) including upload of Statement of Purpose (max. 2 pages single spaced) and unofficial transcripts.
2. Request one recommendation letter from a relevant faculty member (via online application system).

If applying for language study, applicants must also:
3. Select and apply for a language program from our pre-approved language programs list.
4. Provide your language instructor with a completed evaluation form for them to fill out and return to CEAS. Language evaluation forms should be emailed/delivered directly to John Groschwitz, CEAS Associate Director.